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President’s Message…
Well. Summer for what it was is
over. Lots of opportunities for getting out
and about. A few rain outs this way, but
there you go. Dover was a great event,
well organized and so many opportunities
to enjoy the Delmarva area. Dave
Moxham and I had a great drive down and
back in my recent 89, which to my
surprise, at 70+mph delivered 30
mpg! Also a first place from AOAI
judging. Thanks to Millar and Gini Young
for that.

European friends who stopped by and knew
about Raymond Lowey...loved their drive!

I have also had a number of great drives in my 63. This has caused me to note the
differences between the two. The 63 is definitely a performance GT. The 89 is a
highway cruiser. Both enjoyed for their high points. Hopefully events across the
country have been well attended and as always, contact us for support for any Canadian
event that features Avanti.
The Copper Cliff show in Sudbury is one of our favorites, lovely park and real mix from
foreign to domestic, teens into the 90's. The Maple Leaf tour is coming up soon, so get
on board for a final fun weekend and enjoy the byways of Ontario and camaraderie that
goes with getting together before we put our babies away for the winter. Hope all of
you have a great fall season and any who can attend the Hamilton SDC Christmas event,
look forward to seeing you then. As always, our new members are welcomed and we
hope to hear your stories and inquiries. Great to see some of you at Dover. Roly...those
two laps in Larry's Daytona before the track cops pulled us in were the high point of my
life! (Oops, well, there is my lovely wife who certainly comes kinda first...and I guess
Larry). Hey, who gets two laps on a NASCAR track wide open, to themselves! Way to
go. Love Studebakers.

In line for judging, what a great
selection. All judges are to be commended
for their commitment to the Marque.

All the best! Steve Wohleber

Not an Avanti, but what a heritage...How
KOOL!
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President’s Message…

Roly Lusted at the wheel, no big deal. He
has done this a few times at Flamborough,
Cayuga, etc.

Notice the foot positions. Must have
been shifting gears with that big engine.

Spectator at the Copper Cliff show in
August.

Everybody home for the day.

Three generations.

All the best! Steve Wohleber
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Editor’s Message...
Well, the summer is over, as we know it.
Waterloo Region had only one heat alert
all summer – and it was in September!
When I could take my cars out, it was
either raining or freezing. So how did I
spend the summer? Well, I wanted to
retire this fall and downsizing was in
order. First was to put the house up for
sale and sell a few cars. The 1963
Convertible was the first to go and as you
saw last issue, I am reluctantly selling my
coupe. Why you ask? Well, we purchased a house on Grindstone Lake near Plevna ON
(about 1.5 hours from Kingston, Ottawa, etc.). The house is on a lake with a double car
garage and I need the room for the Avanti and Silverado. The house is located on ~ 5 kms
of gravel road and I just do not want to subject the coupe to that. I am now in process of
getting a power rack installed in the Avanti; a new 383 built by Forrest and Forrest
Racing then paint in the spring. A lot of changes (oh yes, I am retiring November 28) but
I am looking forward to it. There is a saying I saw on Facebook that said “The greatest
gift you can give to someone special is your time. It’s like you’re giving the portion of
your life you can never bring back”. I want to give my time to someone special instead of
a job for money. So, I am really looking forward to doing things on my time instead of
cramming into every weekend.
Many cool events this summer – did you make it to any? The big ones for me were the
International Meet in Dover Delaware and then the Pier 4 cruise in Hamilton. Lots of
cool cars, great friends, and new experiences etc. Both cars ran flawlessly and as usual
garnered attention. I can’t wait to get the new motor in the Avanti – that 305 is a dog (but
for some reason runs really good and does not leak any fluids).
Looks like we will have a good fall – weather changed quickly but we are getting some
warmer temperatures now – great for cruising and seeing the fall colours. Make sure you
get out there and take some pictures. Hopefully some of you signed up for the Maple
Leaf Tour. This is something I always wanted to do but could not. Look out Verne, I am
coming next year!
Now is also the time to start thinking about winter storage – filling the gas tank with nonethanol gasoline and stabilizer, changing the oil, a good wax job and make sure the
cooling system is good for the colder temperatures.
Next event will be the meeting before the Hamilton Chapter Christmas party – unless we
can squeeze one in October or early November.
Ta ta for now – have a Happy Thanksgiving!

By Mike Emmerich
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Ramblings
Avanti Information Source
August 18: Mike several years ago I purchased an Avanti 2 Serial # RQ-B2744. It now has 29232
original miles on it and is exactly the same as the day it rolled out of the factory. I have a copy
of the Build Sheet. My question is who would I contact to find out more about this car? It is
powered by a 1978 350 Cu In Corvette engine, how many horsepower would it have been rated
at? It has an automatic transmission but what transmission would be in it? It has I believe a
Dana rear end but what would the gear ratio be? Any information you can provide me with as
to my questions would be greatly appreciated. Best Regards, Monte Graham
Both Graham Gagne and myself gave the same advice to Monte, which is “Your best source of
info is http://www.studebaker-info.org/”. I often go here for info on my 1983.

New Paint for Harry Clark
August 19: I finally got a front end paint job
to get rid of spider cracks, stone chips, and
wear and tear. I had arranged with a local
body shop to have it done last February. It
was such a bad winter here that the body
shop was booked for months. That was good
for the body shop, not so great for me.
Anyhow finally done and a really good job.
Not as if you can look at the VIN and get the
paint code. Thank goodness for cameras and
computer colour matching, the paint is an
exact match.
They took care, removed all trim and painted to the windshield. They even corrected a bunch of
mismatched fasteners and fixed a broken bumper mount point.
I am happy….. at least until the spider cracks re-appear sometime in the future. Yours truly,
Harry Clark.
Looks great. I am hoping to do the same next year! MDE

The first one is the best!
August 31: My wife, Kristine and I have been spending a lot of time working on our house lately,
so this past Sunday we decided to take a break and head out to the “Back to the 60’s Show and
Shine”
in
Sherwood
Park,
Alberta,
about
60
kilometres
from
my
home. (http://www3.telus.net/public/petro50/backtothe60s/home.html) The event was put
on by AK Restorations at a local Save-on-Foods lot and all proceeds were donated to the
Strathcona Women’s Shelter. This event was promoted by the local SDC chapter so I knew
there would be some very nice Studebakers in attendance. Turns out there were three other
Avanti at the show. Total registration was 139 vehicles.

By Mike Emmerich
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Ramblings
When we arrived (quite late, by the way) I was convinced by the greeters to enter the car for
judging but I wasn’t sure under what category so they suggested “special interest autos”. I
agreed. Unfortunately, as there was no room near the majority of the other Studes, we had to
park near the gates.
Kris didn’t want to spend the whole day there so we decided to leave before the end but ended
up staying later than planned as we had bought 50/50 tickets and needed to wait for the
draw. My closest ticket was 12 numbers off so we didn’t get our entry fee back, though I really
don’t mind giving to a good charity.
Since there were only 15 minutes until the judging announcements we decided to stick around
a bit longer to see if any of the Studebakers managed to trophy. This is where my story gets
good.
The “special interest autos” category came up and the announcer said “And the winner in
special interest goes to entry number 134”. I couldn’t remember my number but I knew this
was close. “A 1963--”. I have a ’63… “red Avanti owned by Norman and Kristine
Searle”… WOW.
I looked at my wife and she had this big grin on her face. “Sure didn’t expect that” I said to
her. “No kidding!” she replied. We both walked up to the podium and accepted the trophy.
Unfortunately we were unable to attend the BBQ that Mike Prytula, a member of the
Edmonton chapter of the SDC, was putting on at his home in Sherwood Park after the show but
it was nice to see some old friends again that Sunday afternoon in the Save-on-Foods parking
lot.
My car is a very nice mild custom and I will say a lot of people were curious, complimentary and
even somewhat astounded to see the kind of vehicle Studebaker was capable of producing in
its last days as a car manufacturer. I am sure it was the condition and the custom touches that
put this car at the top of the “special interest autos” category. Norman Searle.

Your car looks great and obviously deserving recognition! MDE
By Mike Emmerich
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Studeholic
My name is Verne and I'm a Studeholic. So far I have confessed this addiction up to my last
Studebaker "daily driver" but, as everyone knows, a person bitten by the Studebaker Bug never
recovers. My drivers became Japanese models but I never overcame my longing for
Studebakers and I did pick up a couple of nondescript sedans over the years, none of which still
exist as far as I know. I believe, however, that all I have owned since the mid 1970's are still
going.
My addiction became serious when I picked up a "59 Hawk, white with red interior and my first
Studebaker V-8. It needed extensive body work but it ran and I drove it briefly. It was sent to
Terry and Carol Kauth for a restoration which never quite got finished. When I needed money
to expand my business it was sold to them. I lost track of this one but I understand that it still
exists.
I remained Studebakerless for several years
due to business and young family pressures
but in early 1983 Merle Shantz ran an ad in
the Studebanner for his '62 G.T. It needed a
fair bit of work but the styling was awesome
and it was "different...by design" so I bit again
at a very fair price. I never really began
restoring this one and ended up selling it to
Ian Graham who put it back into beautiful
condition. I believe this one is still at his home
in Hayden.
Before I sold the G.T., I had another Stude
anyway, my second 1955 Champion sedan. It
came from Dean Patterson in the Niagara
Falls, NY area and was in much better shape
than the '55 I drove in high school. This one
even had floors still in it! Victoria Park Sunoco
issued the Safety Standards Certificate on July
12, 1988 after making repairs - one tail light
bulb and one cotter pin. Studebaker quality
triumphs! We enjoyed this car until 1995
when it was sold to Roger Hill in Kitchener. I
understand that it has been resold and I have
not seen it for some time.
In 2001 my second '64 Daytona came on the market. Jerry Huckins sold me his 4 door which
was in beautiful condition. This little gem was painted the same "golden sand" as the
convertible I had in university, same interior but in car cloth and equipped with a slushomatic
transmission. I couldn't resist the nostalgia and, like the first one, it was "different...by design",
but I soon got an offer I couldn't refuse. After another owner it now belongs to Roy Ionson.
By Verne Brinsmead
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Studeholic

1964 Daytona

1966 Commander

I began showing Studebaker Deficit Disorder again so when Turning Wheels ran a summer,
2004, ad. for a '66 Commander in the Detroit area, I had to go for a look. This turned out to be a
nice low mileage 4 door sedan which was all original except for a rather disappointing repaint in
the original Comanche Red. Nothing that couldn't be resolved in a paint booth and I flaunted
originality by finishing the roof in off-white which looked much better.
The Commander was the stripper of all strippers with the little McKinnon sourced 194 cubic
inch 6, 3 on the tree and no optional equipment except overdrive. The build order showed a
"special package" line and a check of the Y-4 model designation confirmed that it was built with
the heavy duty taxi package. As a final test, research said that the taxi package included a 3-onthe-floor manual shift which most folks changed to a column shift. That explained the round
patch in the rubber floor mat. Maybe in this case "different...by design" wasn't a great idea. As
far as I could determine, it was the last taxi built by Studebaker and the little 6 could turn 40
mpg on the highway almost matching Mervis's Hyundai Accent. It performed flawlessly for
years but was sacrificed when I picked up my final (for now) Stude. Da Boss insisted that I had
too many cars (is that possible) so now Len and Mary Lucas drive it to most of our meets.
By now I had picked up a '74 MGB and a '48
Champion 4 door which I found through the
grapevine in a barn near Port Perry. It is
almost new (24,000 miles) as it had been
stored from 1964 until 2007. The body is
close to flawless but the engine was
impossibly stuck and the interior in tatters. It
has been out a few times and many of you
saw it in Gravenhurst but it still needs wiring
work and a gas tank cleaning to make it
dependable. The engine and interior are
done.

By Verne Brinsmead
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Studeholic
Let's backtrack to June 1962 when I was just finishing Grade 12. Studebaker stunned the
automotive world with the 1963 Avanti which was arguably the most "different... by design" car
North America had ever produced. I decided then and there that I had to have one. It would
have to wait as I was making 10 bucks a week at the time.
Fast forward to a rainy club meet in 2009 when Roland Larmour thundered in with a for sale
sign in his '64 Avanti R-1 (Peter Sant had already tipped me off). A deal was soon struck and we
picked it up from his home in Carleton Place in short order. It has gone many miles as our
regular "old car". It's an absolute pig on fuel but it sure is fun!

And so my Studebaker purchasing saga ends in the year 2009 AD (Automotive Destiny) at least
for a while. I will enjoy the "mellow bellow" of the R-1 engine and the quirks of the old L-head,
at least until the next obsession comes along. I have been brand loyal to our favorite
manufacturer for over half a century because the cars are "different... by design". Maybe that is
why I drive Subaru’s now that my friendly local Studebaker dealer is no more.
Enjoy your ride!

By Verne Brinsmead
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2014 Int Meet
This year was the golden anniversary of
the Studebaker Drivers Club. It was held
this year in Dover Delaware June 28 to
July 5 at Dover Downs Hotel and Casino.
It is also the home of the Monster Mile,
namely Dover International Speedway.
It again was a combined meet with the
AOAI. They were anticipating about 600
vehicles and 2000 participants, and
from what I could see, they were on
target.
We drove our 1983 down and made it in record time – including the detour around
bridge construction in the area. What did I do to get it ready? Just a bath. The car has
proven to be very reliable and was this trip, especially when we had the air on and
sunroof open.
There were many CAOA members in attendance and most drove their cars down. Bill
Harris, Hugh Campbell and Bonny Butler, and Steve Wohleber had their Avanti here.
Larry Gibson Brought his 1965 Daytona and Roly Lusted brought his 1961 Hawk. Ray
Martin also took time out from playing in the Studebaker band to bring his 1966.
Raymond Wise has to get his timing adjusted – he arrived in his Avanti just as the show
was ending!
The weather was hot – had to be in the
30’s with a couple of rain/lightning storms
in the night. Staying at the host hotel
meant it was easy to go back to our room
to chill out, head for the pool and even
spend our money in the casino. We
bought a couple of “low calorie” ice
cream cones and man they were good. It
was a challenge finishing them before
they melted all over your feet!
The highlight (for me) was being able to drive on the monster mile. I have driven on the
proving grounds outside South Bend three times and enjoyed each and every time. I
have never been on an oval with 31degree banking. I had Paulette and Dave Moxham as
passengers and they found it difficult to stay in their seat as they kept sliding down! I
later found out that the breather tube valve on the driver side of the rear axle leaks
when you are sitting at 31 degrees! It was a blast. Larry let Roly drive his 1965 around
the track and when everyone was off doing the track office tour, Roly let the 383 cid go
(reportedly 100mph, but depends on who he is talking to!). Both Steve and Dave went
for rides (I guess 60 mph in an Avanti was not fast enough).

By Mike Emmerich
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2014 Int Meet

Steve Wohleber, Bonny Butler and Hugh Campbell
waiting for track time.

Paulette had to be coaxed from under the shade of
the camper for a picture as she was waiting.

Keep your seat belts fastened and stay on your side
of the car. I think Dave Moxham was standing on
my side window!

Larry Gibson taking Dave Moxham for an
unscheduled test.

The AOAI awards banquet was different – it was held outdoors with an all you can eat
buffet. Food was good but not as refined if it would have been inside. AOAI members
judged the Avanti before the concours and trophies were presented. Jon Meyers was
presented with a Lifetime Achievement Award, partly due to his support of Avanti
owners over the years as both a business and Avanti Magazine contributor.

Sitting down for a BBQ…

Mike Baker and Steve James.

The SDC awards banquet was on Friday after the concours. They had far more sheets to
tabulate (both SDC and AOAI use the points system which is both fair and educational).
Many Hamilton and CAOA members won in the categories they were competing in. Ed
By Mike Emmerich
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2014 Int Meet
Reynolds (Studebaker International) won the coveted Harry Barnes award for his
devotion to Studebaker owners.
We stayed Friday for the July 4th fireworks but there must have been some sort of
miscommunication because my neighbour does a better job for his grandchildren. I am
glad we stayed as we were able to spend time with many members and people on the
executive for the AOAI.

Paulette Martel and Mike Emmerich with their
1983.

Steve Wohleber with his 1989 Avanti.

Bill Harris and his 1963 R2.

Roly Lusted with his 1961 Hawk.

Paulette Martel and Bill Harris, SDC Banquet.

Ray and Vera Martin, SDC Banquet. They won an
award for their 1966 Daytona.

By Mike Emmerich
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2014 Int Meet

Sue and Roly Lusted. They won an award for their
1961 Hawk.

Larry and Barb Gibson. They won an award for their
1965 Daytona.

Gotta like a parking lot full of Avanti!

In front of Miles the Monster. Steve Wohleber, Bill
Harris and Mike Emmerich.

Hugh Campbell and Bonny Butler’s 1964 R1. They
had to unfortunatley leave the meet early.

Hugh Campbell and Bonny Butler.

By Mike Emmerich
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Rockin The Waterfront
The Pier 4 Park Cruise-In, http://www.rockinthewaterfront.ca/, is one of the premier
cruises held in Ontario. Starting on June 5, it runs every Thursday night through to
September 11. Each night has a theme and sponsor and help is provided by the
sponsoring car clubs. John Booth (show organizer) had made a presentation to the
Hamilton Chapter SDC earlier this year asking for our support again (we helped out in
2013). We unanimously voted to support two events (plus whenever he needed help).
July 10 was Studebaker’s night. They chose to call it ‘Studebaker – The Covered Wagon”
which meant – you guessed it – western attire! The other night (August 21) would be an
“Orphan” night, in which Studebaker will be prominent.
Since we would be in Bristol TN for the NASCAR race, we could only make July 10. We
had the Avanti in Delaware, so we chose to drive the coupe. What a mistake, as we had
seven Avanti in attendance, which beat Fleetwood Cruizein! There were also over 400
other cars in attendance (along with quite a few Studebakers). This cruise is right on the
water and you are parked on the grass. Along with the live bands, it makes for quite a
relaxing evening. If only you did not have to get here by 4:30 to get in, I would try to
make this cruise a lot more.
Rumour has it that the cruise will be moving to Gage Park in Hamilton for 2015, which
means an easier entrance and exit plus more room for cars. As this will also be on the
grass next to the lake, it will prove to be just as good, if even better.

Dave and Susan Simonson, 1963 R1

Jim and Barb Anderson, 1963 R2

Larry and Barb Gibson, 1963 R1

Roly and Sue Lusted, 1964 R1

By Mike Emmerich
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Rockin The Waterfront

Wayne Hamilton and Sharon Pearce, 1985

Raymond Wise, 1963 R2

Ralph and Marguerite Hart, 2002

Mike Emmerich and Paulette Martel, 1940
Champion

Stu and Thelma Chapman, 1964 Daytona

Studebakers in front, over 400 in
attendance.

In memory of Ann Jeanette Booth, who passed away suddenly on May 2,
2014.

By Mike Emmerich
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Top Class S&S in Alberta
July 12th, 2014. I was invited by friends to join them in Bonnyville for their 4 th annual S&S.
Bonnyville is a vibrant community three hours N.E. of Edmonton. It is in the centre of farming
and heavy oil production. It also has a very strong car culture. This year the show attracted
approx. 200 cars; Classic, Hot Rods, modern muscle cars and some special interest. The club
organized both indoor and outdoor display areas. This was a well-organized shop with security,
parking, live music, mini donuts, vendors and community participation. They used this event to
allow other community clubs and local vendors to market their clubs and goods. They had a
portable Dyno which was used by more than 20 car enthusiasts. The concessions funds went to
a local Splash Park Project. One of my favorite vendors was a Beer Tent as the weather was in
the high 20’s. The club showed great integrity and made sure the top 10 trophies voted by the
public did not include club members as I have found so many shows the club members win all
the awards as they vote for each other. Not here, this show was for the guest cars. Very classy.
There were four Studebakers in attendance, my 1964 Avanti, a 1962 GT Hawk owned by Robert
Duff from St Paul, Alberta, a 1966 Cruiser owned by Alvin Brockhoff and a 1963 Lark Regal 4 dr
owned by Shawn Brockhoff of Bonnyville. Alvin and Shawn are father and son, generational
Studebaker fans and supporters. They brought only a portion of their Studebaker fleet. All in
the show was great, the people were open and friendly; both Roberts GT and my Avanti won
one each of the top ten trophies.

By Ted Dirksen
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Top Class S&S in Alberta
If anyone wants to know how to organize a very well run, fun S&S, they should talk to the
people from the Bonnyville Gear Grabber’s. They do it right, and seem to get better every year.
I have had the privilege of attending very large shows and very small shows both in Western
Canada, US and in Ontario. This show ranks as a small version of Fleetwood show (London),
which I rank very high as well as the Sandpoint Idaho, and the St Albert, Ab Rock N Aug shows.
On July 31st, I am off to the Super Run in Saskatoon, also in the past a very good, fun show. I
included pictures from that show, story to follow.

Happy cruising!

By Ted Dirksen
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FUEL ECONOMY
With gasoline prices skyrocketing to around $1.50 per litre (which is $ 6.80 per imperial gallon
to us old folks) for ethanol free fuel, it is becoming increasingly costly to operate our collector
vehicles. Fortunately we somehow seemed to have selected a Marque that is inherently
economical. After all, Studebaker won the Mobil Gas Economy Run with all their vehicles. It
seems that Studebaker engineers were on to a good thing when they designed vehicles to be
low cost to operate. They started by reducing weight and using smaller engines and they were
one of the first to market the overdrive transmissions. All this contributed to fuel economy.
Many of the cars that Studebaker made were capable of 30 miles per gallon.
Today, we have to be very conscious of the fuel that we use and how to be frugal with it. I do
not claim to have any innovative ideas for improving your fuel economy but maybe a refresher
is needed for everybody in order to coax the maximum of mileage from our vehicles.
1. Ensure that tires are inflated to the best pressure (usually a couple of pounds greater
than factory specs).
2. Use synthetic oil of lower viscosity such as 10W-40.
3. Use synthetic oil in your transmission. I have had success with Royal Purple Synthetic
Transmission fluid.
4. Use Synthetic oil in your differential. Again I use Royal Purple Synthetic 75W140 oil.
5. Make sure that your air cleaner is clean. Use new oil in an oil bath type and put in a new
element in the replaceable type.
6. Advance your ignition timing about 2 degrees more than factory specs.
7. Drive your vehicle responsibly with no jack rabbit starts (except for me at the drag
strip!).
8. Limit your speed to the sweet spot where your engine produces the most power with
the best economy. This is done by reducing engine rpm to the lowest number while still
maintaining a good speed.
9. Try to find a rear axle ratio that will allow your engine to run lower RPM'S i.e. a 4.27
ratio instead of a 4.56 gear with overdrive on a six cylinder vehicle.
10. A similar rear axle ratio for a V8 vehicle with overdrive is to use a 3.73 rear axle instead
of the 4.55 ratio that came from the factory. Believe me a good V8 will perform quite
well with a higher gear and besides, with overdrive you can always kick it down to
conventional if you need more oomph!
Now that I have given you some thoughts about what I think is possible it is up to you to come
up with other ideas to reduce the profit margins of the greedy oil companies.

By Peter Sant
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Upcoming Events...
Chapter Events
Meetings for 2014:

October? Possible CAOA Meeting/Elections.
November 30 – Meeting hosted by Larry and Barb Gibson.

AOAI Events
See SDC Events below.

SDC Events
October 3-4, 2014:

Ontario Chapter SDC Maple Leaf Tour. Verne Brinsmead is the
contact for more information.

November 29, 2014: Hamilton Chapter Christmas Party. Roly Lusted is the contact.
Cost is $25 PP, need commitment no later than November 16.
Have an event you would like to add? Please contact Mike Emmerich with the details and
I will include.
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Maple Leaf Tour
Final call for the Maple Leaf Tour, October 3 to 5 in Orillia! Hotel bookings are rolling in, so arrange a
room at the Econolodge, 1-877-326-6534. We have 21 rooms on hold until September 15 but cancelation
is up to 4 pm on day of arrival if needed.
For the Friday afternoon crowd, I will do a foot tour of the Orillia waterfront and historic downtown.
Walking shoes advised but it will not be a long route - likely a square three blocks on each side taking
perhaps two hours. Meet at the waterfront parking lot, foot of Tecumseth Street at Centennial Drive. In
case of rain, we will visit the OPP Museum on Memorial Avenue instead. Park on the entry circle or in
the compound on the opposite side of the street. This is a small facility and is free but will likely take only
an hour.
Friday dinner is at Al. and Jan's Oldies Diner, 575-5 West Street South at the Highway 12 Bypass, one
traffic light from the hotel. They will open for us as a special occasion at 5:30, dinner at 6. Choices are
roast beef sandwich or turkey/chicken plate including potato, vegetable, coffee/tea and dessert for $22.50
plus tax and tip, no liquor license. They need meal selection at least two days ahead.
Saturday morning we will leave the hotel at 9:45 to arrive at the Stephen Leacock Homestead and
Museum by 10. Your admission is covered in the registration fee. Lunch at the Leacock Cafe on the
grounds at 11:30 as an order-off-the-menu. We will try to begin the afternoon tour by 12:30.
Saturday afternoon will be a peaceful drive through the farming country north of Orillia to the Sparrow
Lake Road and the Southwood Road to Torrence. This is a twisty and slow drive through the backwoods
of Muskoka on a good paved road. Expect to see wildlife and watch in the swampy areas for the red
berries of Ontario's only native holly. We have a couple of interesting stops along the route which will
again be covered in the registration fee.
Dinner Saturday is order-off-the-menu at East Side Mario's, very close to the hotel. We have a generous
discount from the regular prices and Mario's is licensed. Will has chosen this for the Sunday lunch and
AGM so they are being extra generous for us.
Get your bookings in for this year's Maple Leaf Tour. Hotel access is easy. From Highway 12 Bypass,
turn right at Memorial Avenue to number 265 immediately on your left. From Highway 11 northbound,
exit Memorial Avenue and SLOW DOWN! The speed drops immediately to 50 kph/30 mph and the OPP
College is at the first bend. From Highway 11 southbound, use the Highway 12 south exit, turn left on
Memorial. All activities are within a few blocks of the hotel.
Orillia Econolodge, 265 Memorial Avenue, Orillia, Ontario L3V 5X8.
1-877-326-6534/ 1-705-326-3554.
mebsladha@kensingtonhospitality.com.
$59.99 second floor, $64.99 first floor with patio door.
Please note that we are paying some fees from your registrations, so must increase to $10.00 per person.
Outrageous inflation!

MAPLE LEAF TOUR REGISTRATION
NAME_____________________________________________
CAR_______________________________________________
FRIDAY DINNER BEEF___________CHICKEN________
SATURDAY DINNER_______________________________
SPECIAL NEEDS__________________________________
Our registration at $10.00 per person_____________
Please send form and fee to Verne Brinsmead, 1019 Mulberry Lane, Minden, Ontario, K0M 2L1.
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Love this Japanese Doctor!
Q: Doctor, I've heard that cardiovascular exercise can prolong life. Is this true?
A: Heart only good for so many beats, and that it... Don't waste on exercise. Everything wears
out eventually. Speeding up heart not makes you live longer; it like saying you extends life of
car by driving faster. Want to live longer? Take nap.
Q: Should I reduce my alcohol intake?
A: Oh no. Wine made from fruit. Fruit very good. Brandy distilled wine, which means they take
water out of fruity bit so you get even more of goodness that way. Beer also made of
grain. Grain good too. Bottom up!
Q: How can I calculate my body/fat ratio?
A: Well, if you have body and you have fat, your ratio one to one. If you have two body, your
ratio two to one.
Q: What are some of the advantages of participating in a regular exercise program?
A: Can't think of one, sorry. My philosophy: No pain...good!
Q: Aren't fried foods bad for you?
A: YOU NOT LISTENING! Food fried in vegetable oil. How getting more vegetable be bad?
Q: Will sit-ups help prevent me from getting a little soft around the middle?
A: Oh no! When you exercise muscle, it gets bigger. You should only be doing sit-up if you
want bigger stomach.
Q: Is chocolate bad for me?
A: You crazy?!? HEL-LO-O!! Cocoa bean! Another vegetable! It best feel-good food around!
Q: Is swimming good for your figure?
A: If swimming good for figure, explain whale to me.
Finally…
For those of you who watch what you eat, here's the final word on nutrition and health. It's a
relief to know the truth after all those conflicting nutritional studies.
1. The Japanese eat very little fat and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
2. The Mexicans eat a lot of fat and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
3. The Chinese drink very little red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
4. The Italians drink a lot of red wine and suffer fewer heart attacks than Brits.
5. The Germans drink a lot of beer and eat lots of sausages and fats and suffer fewer heart
attacks than Brits.
CONCLUSION: Eat and drink what you like. Speaking English is apparently what kills you.

Internet
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CANADIAN AVANTI OWNERS ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2014
The Canadian Avanti Owners Association (CAOA) is a non-profit
organization committed to preserving the history of the Avanti
automobile. We currently have +45 members located in all provinces
across Canada. We are a Chapter of the Avanti Owners Association
International Inc (http://www.aoai.org/). Our group strives to promote
the research and study of the Avanti and the companies that have
produced it over the years. We wish to share our knowledge with others
and encourage the acquisition, preservation, restoration, and
maintenance of all Avantis produced by Studebaker and successor
companies. Our Canadian Chapter also promotes fellowship and
camaraderie by publishing a newsletter quarterly, participating in local CAOA or Studebaker Drivers Club events
and our general meetings held quarterly at various members’ homes. Ownership of an Avanti (Studebaker or
successor) is not required.
Renewal fee
Make Cheque Payable to:

$ 15.00 per year
Canadian Avanti Owners

Mail cheque to:

C. A. O. A.
David Moxham
P.O. Box 341
Noelville, Ontario
P0M 2N0

Any questions? Please Contact:
President

Steve Wohleber 705-383-2432

sbwohleber@gmail.com

Membership

Bill Harris

billharris@rogers.com

Treasurer

David Moxham 705-898-1326

davemoxham@live.com

Secretary/Editor

Mike Emmerich 519-740-6118

studeemike@yahoo.ca

905-628-6370

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION & ANNUAL RENEWAL FORM for 2014
PLEASE FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW AND INCLUDE WITH MEMBERSHIP PAYMENT
Name(s) Yours:

Last Name

Local Address:

Spouse:

First Name

Street

City

Province

postal code

Street

City

Province

postal code

Alt. Address:
Local Phone:

Alt. Phone:

A.O.A.I Membership No.

E-Mail:

(Avanti Owners Association Int.)

Fill below your car information if new/changed:
Year

Serial #

Engine
Cubic In.

Car Model

Exterior / Interior Color

*Condition Code: 1 Excellent; 2 Fine; 3 Very Good; 4 Driver; 5 Restorable
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Cond.
Code*

For Sale - 1962 Studebaker Champ - $6000

This 1962 Champ has the 259 V and 4-speed floor shift and ‘fleetside’ box and is maroon in
color. It has the dealer option ‘cargo’ rear bumper. Mileage shows 88,000 and is believed
accurate.
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

This Champ was purchased from a gentleman in Illinois in 2008 that had inherited the
Champ and stored it in a lean-to for several years.
The Champ was largely rust free with no rust out of the usual lark/Champ areas
(fenders, doors, cab corners, etc.). The bed had a plywood cover with tarp while stored
so it is very solid. It had minor surface rust but no perorations and is in great condition.
After sandblasting, the bed was given a coat of vinyl rocker guard and painted with the
rest of the truck. The underside of the bed was also refinished when the box was off.
However, vandals broke most of the glass while it was stored, allowing leaves to
accumulate on the floor, so the floors were weak with light perforations on the passenger
side. The driver and passenger floors have been replaced. Otherwise the Champ was
rust free. The tailgate is straight and solid.
The windshield was replaced with an excellent used windshield (new rubber), both side
windows are new reproduction, and the back window is NOS (new rubber).
The seller stated that his father had the 4 speed transmission overhauled and that it has
less than 500 hundred miles on it. I believe that this is true as the casing is spotless and
the oil in the transmission is like new. It shifts smoothly.
The seller stated that a new gas tank was installed at the same time as the transmission
rebuild. The gas tank black paint is still in good condition and the tank is free of dirt etc.
so this is likely the case.
The engine runs well with no noises or smoke.
The interior is completely new (headliner, upholstery, door panels, carpet, etc.) and the
door rubber is new. The seat frames were sandblasted and painted.
Front bumper is NOS from SASCO.
The Champ was repainted in 2011 and looks great. The rich deep red color is darker
than that shown in the photos that follow. The first photo is the closest.
All 5 wheels were sand blasted and painted and 5 new P225/70R15 tires were installed
(take-offs from Queenston).
A radio was installed (purchased on eBay and stated to be working) and a modern new
speaker was installed. Radio is not wired to the ignition at present.
Seat belts were installed.
Hubcaps are new.
I am trying to locate the correct air cleaner/breather. Minor work is needed to finish the
Champ. For example, the water hoses to the heater are not connected and the flexible
defrost tubes are missing

Ralph Hart, 519-620-8765
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